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Never stop learning 

A best and cheapest way of getting know learning to make a better tomorrow.
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Top Categories 

I truly believe Augustine’s words are true and if you look at history you know it is true. There are many people in the world with amazing talents who realize.
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Angular 8 Tutorial



Angular is a Framework of JavaScript used to build web and mobile applications. Angular 8 is a client-side TypeScript based structure which is used to create dynamic web applications.
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Angular 8 Tutorial













PHP Tutorial



PHP is a server-side scripting language which is used for web development. It stands for Hypertext Preprocessor. It is faster than another programming language.
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PHP Tutorial













ReactJS Tutorial



React Tutorial helps you to understand the basic and some advanced concepts of ReactJS. As of now, it is the essential front-end library that is developed by a software.....
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React JS Tutorial













Express.js Tutorial



This tutorial will help you to learn basic and advance the concept of Express.js. Express.js is a web framework for Node.js. It is fast, robust and asynchronous.....
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Express.js Tutorial













Sails.js Tutorial for Beginners



Sails.js is an MVC web framework for node.js which works similar to the other MVC frameworks like Ruby on Rails. It is used to build customized enterprise-grade Node.js applications....
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Sails.js Tutorial













BackboneJS Tutorial



In publishing and graphic design, lorem ipsum is a placeholder text commonly used to demonstrate the visual form of a document without relying on meaningful content.
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BackboneJS Tutorial













KnockoutJS Tutorial



In publishing and graphic design, lorem ipsum is a placeholder text commonly used to demonstrate the visual form of a document without relying on meaningful content.
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KnockoutJS Tutorial













Node.js Tutorial



Introduction to Node.js: Node.js is a non-proprietary and platform-independent runtime environment for implementing JavaScript code outside of a browser.
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Node.js Tutorial













Python Tutorial



Python tutorial is a widely used programming language which helps beginners and professionals to understand the basics of Python programming easily.
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Python Tutorial













DBMS Tutorial | Database Management System



Database Management System (DBMS) tutorial is all about managing and maintaining the data effectively. 
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DBMS Tutorial













Computer Graphics Tutorial



Computer graphics is commonly seen as a computer science branch that deals with the computerized image fusion theory and technology. 
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Computer Graphics Tutorial













Software Engineering Tutorial



The software has become critical to advancement in almost all areas of human endeavor. The art of programming is no longer enough to construct large programs.
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Software Engineering Tutorial













Computer Network Tutorial



Data Communication is the process of exchanging digital data between two or more computers that act as source and receiver through wireless media or transmission media such as a wire cable.
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Computer Network Tutorial













Data Mining Tutorial



Generally, Mining means to extract some valuable materials from the earth, for example, coal mining, diamond mining, etc. 
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Data Mining Tutorial













EMBEDDED SYSTEM TUTORIAL



An embedded system is defined as a mixture of Computer Hardware and Software, either fixed incompetence or Programmable, implemented for a specific task or function within a more extensive system.
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EMBEDDED SYSTEM TUTORIAL













C Programming Tutorial



C is most popular and widely used computer programming language. It was developed by Dennis Ritchie in 1972 at the Bell Lab. It is used to develop system application software. 
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C Programming Tutorial













C++ Tutorial



C++ is an object-oriented programming language. It was developed by Bjarne Stroustrup at AT&T Bell Laboratories.
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C++ Tutorial













Java Tutorial



Java is an object-oriented, robust, secured and platform-independent programming language. With the help of Java Programming, we can develop console, window, web, enterprise and mobile applications.
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Java Tutorial













C# Tutorial



The C# Tutorial provides basic and advanced knowledge of C# . This will help the beginners as well as professionals in learning just more then enough about C#, A Programming language developed by Microsoft . 
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C# Tutorial













SQL Tutorial for Beginners



SQL tutorial provides basic and advanced concepts of Structured Query Language and how you deploy SQL to work with a relational database system. Our SQL tutorial is designed for beginners and professionals. 
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SQL Tutorial













Javascript Tutorial



JavaScript is a dynamic computer programming language. It is object-based scripting language i.e. lightweight and cross-platform.
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Javascript Tutorial













XML Tutorial



XML stands for Extensible Markup Language. It is used to transport and store data. It is platform-independent and language independent. It is widely used in web-services. It is designed to transport and store data. 
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XML Tutorial













Selenium Tutorial



Selenium is a functional testing tool and compatible with the non-functional testing tools also. Selenium is free and does not require any licensing. Functional tests script executed by selenium.
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Selenium Tutorial













Machine Learning Tutorial



As all of us is very much clear about the leaning concept of humans, they learn from their past experiences. But can we expect the same from computers or any machine to learn itself from the given raw data and past experiences?
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Machine Learning













Artificial Intelligence Tutorial



Artificial Intelligence (AI) tutorial is a very trending subject which helps us to make the intelligent machines. This AI tutorial is developed for beginners as well as professionals.
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AI Tutorial













Cloud Computing Tutorial



JavaScript is a dynamic computer programming language. It is object-based scripting language i.e. lightweight and cross-platform.
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Cloud Computing













Data Science Tutorial



Data Science is the most challenging field of the 21st generation. Every type of IT industry is looking for candidates with knowledge of data science. 
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Data Science













ANN Tutorial



Artificial Neural Network or Neural Network was modeled after the human brain. Human has a mind to think and to perform the task in a particular condition, but how can the machine do that thing? 
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Artificial Neural Network Tutorial













Deep Learning Tutorial



"Deep learning is a part of the machine learning methods based on the artificial neural network." It is a key technology behind the driverless cars and enables them to recognize the stop sign.
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Deep Learning













DevOps Tutorial



Introduction to DevOps: It is a software development strategy which involves continuous development, continuous testing, continuous integration, and continuous monitoring of software through its development lifecycle.
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DevOps Tutorial













Kubernetes Tutorial



Kubernetes terminates the manual approach for the deployment of a containerized application. Before the existence of containers in the real world, the programmers and the testers used to fight ....
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Kubernetes Tutorial





















How It Works?

We know this in our gut, but what can we do about it? How can we motivate ourselves? One of the most difficult aspects of achieving success is staying motivated over the long haul.
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Join Tutorials & Examples 

Tutorials and examples is a best online learning Plateform where you can start any courses from scratch.
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Choose Courses

There are multiples course, best way to start learning, you need to choose any specific course as per your intrest and start learning with practicle examples.











Start Hands-On Learning

It is truly amazing the damage that we, as parents, can inflict on our children. So why do we do it? For the most part, we don’t do it intentionally or with malice.
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We were treated like royalty. Needless to say we are extremely satisfied with the results. Thank you for making it painless, pleasant and most of all hassle free! It fits our needs perfectly.





Sonoo Jaiswal

CEO of JavaTpoint
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I have gotten at least 50 times the value from Guruma. I will let my mum know about this, she could really make use of Guruma! Wow what great service, I love it! Guruma is the real deal!





Bhaskar Madan

Project Manager
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We've seen amazing results already. Since I invested in Guruma I made over 100,000 dollars profits. It's the perfect solution for our business. I was amazed at the quality of Guruma.





Mahesh

Seo Expert















Trusted by more than 10,00,000 students in 140 countries.
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